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Abstract
Nvidia Tensor Cores achieve high performance with halfprecision matrix inputs tailored towards deep learning workloads. However, this limits the application of Tensor Cores
especially in the area of scientific computing with high precision requirements. In this paper, we build Emulated GEMM
on Tensor Cores (EGEMM-TC) to extend the usage of Tensor
Cores to accelerate scientific computing applications without
compromising the precision requirements. First, EGEMMTC employs an extendable workflow of hardware profiling
and operation design to generate a lightweight emulation
algorithm on Tensor Cores with extended-precision. Second,
EGEMM-TC exploits a set of Tensor Core kernel optimizations to achieve high performance, including the highlyefficient tensorization to exploit the Tensor Core memory
architecture and the instruction-level optimizations to coordinate the emulation computation and memory access.
Third, EGEMM-TC incorporates a hardware-aware analytic
model to offer large flexibility for automatic performance
tuning across various scientific computing workloads and
input datasets. Extensive evaluations show that EGEMMTC can achieve on average 3.13× and 11.18× speedup over
the cuBLAS kernels and the CUDA-SDK kernels on CUDA
Cores, respectively. Our case study on several scientific computing applications further confirms that EGEMM-TC can
generalize the usage of Tensor Cores and achieve about 1.8×
speedup compared to the hand-tuned, highly-optimized implementations running on CUDA Cores.
CCS Concepts • Theory of computation → Massively
parallel algorithms.
Keywords Emulation, GEMM, Tensor Core
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Introduction

Recently, many specialized cores and hardware accelerators
have been built to speed up the general matrix multiply
(GEMM) in deep learning applications. These specialized
cores typically exploit low-precision matrix computation
(e.g., half-precision) to achieve high performance, based on
the fact that deep learning workloads involve many matrix
operations and are usually robust to low-precision computation [4, 11, 21]. One example is the Tensor Core on Nvidia
Volta GPUs that conduct half-precision matrix-matrix computation, achieving 8× higher throughput over the CUDA
Cores [22]. Since GEMM is also one essential building block
of many scientific computing applications, we will bring this
performance benefit to the scientific computing domain. For
example, GEMM operations take 85% and 67% of the total
time in popular implementations of kNN [9] and kMeans [2],
respectively. We refer to these applications as GEMM-based
scientific computing. However, many scientific computing applications (e.g., kNN and kMeans in large-scale physical simulations [8] and mathematical computations [3]) are rather
sensitive to computation precision to generate valid results.
Such a restriction on precision prevents them from exploiting
powerful Tensor Cores for performance enhancement.
Several approaches have been proposed for extendedprecision computation [7, 14, 34, 36] on limited-precision
hardware, which utilizes multiple low-precision computing
instructions to emulate a single extended-precision computing instruction. Table 1 summarizes these precision types. For
example, the popular extended-precision technique, Dekker
[7], can utilize 16 half-precision instructions for an extendedprecision instruction. One key problem is that these techniques are developed and optimized on CPUs. It requires a
significant amount of manual effort to transfer them to Tensor Cores without hurting performance. In particular, Dekker
[7] requires serialized execution of the 16 instructions, leading to high overhead. Considering that half-precision computation on Tensor Cores is only 8× faster than single-precision
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• We propose three novel techniques: a) a lightweight
emulation algorithm to emulate extended-precision
computation; b) a set of Tensor Core kernel optimizations to achieve high performance; c) a hardwareaware analytic model to facilitate the fast selection
of hyper-parameters.
• We evaluate EGEMM-TC on Tesla T4 and Nvidia RTX
6000. It achieves 3.13× and 11.18× speedup on average
over single-precision kernels on CUDA Cores from
cuBLAS and CUDA-SDK, respectively. On a set of
GEMM-based scientific computing applications, our
approach achieves 1.8× speedup on average compared
to hand-tuned code on CUDA Cores.
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Figure 1. Overview of EGEMM-TC.

computation on CUDA Cores, this 16× overhead can easily make emulation inappropriate. Markidis [20] proposes a
simple algorithm for emulation on Tensor Cores but utilizes
a truncate-based strategy with 1-bit precision loss. It fails to
achieve extended-precision and shows high overhead.
In this work, we design Emulated GEMM on Tensor Cores
(EGEMM-TC) to accelerate GEMM-based scientific computing on Tensor Cores with both high performance and extendedprecision computation. We identify several key challenges
in the design and the development of EGEMM-TC. First,
Tensor Cores require half-precision input matrices, leading
to degraded computing precision. Naively borrowing existing emulation algorithms may lead to unsatisfactory performance. Second, the newly designed Tensor Cores bring new
computing primitives and memory hierarchies, leading to
unexplored optimizations. While Tensor Cores provide high
computation performance, memory access speed remains
the same as previous CUDA Cores and can easily become
the bottleneck. Third, there is a large hyper-parameter design space on mapping scientific computing towards Tensor
Cores. Experimenting with new hyper-parameters usually
requires manual implementation [15, 17, 38], making the
trial-and-error strategy not suitable.
To this end, we propose three techniques to tackle the
above challenges, as shown in Figure 1. First, EGEMM-TC
contains a lightweight emulation algorithm design with
only 4 Tensor Core instructions. It achieves both extendedprecision and low overhead by exploiting high-precision
intermediate computation results. Second, EGEMM-TC utilizes a set of Tensor Core kernel optimizations that efficiently
tensorize the emulation workload towards Tensor Cores with
low memory overhead. EGEMM-TC also includes SASS-level
optimizations for fully exploiting the instruction-level latency hiding opportunities and the register caching capability. Third, EGEMM-TC incorporates a hardware-aware
analytic model to automatically explore the design space
and reduce manual effort.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.
• We develop EGEMM-TC to accelerate scientific computing on Tensor Cores with extended-precision.

2

Background and Related Work

In this section, we discuss the background and the related
work on Tensor Cores and emulation algorithms.
2.1

Tensor Cores

Tensor Core Computing and Memory Hierarchy. Different from scalar-scalar computation on CUDA Cores, Tensor Cores provide a matrix-matrix compute primitive. In
particular, Tensor Cores support the compute primitive of
𝐷 = 𝐴×𝐵+𝐶, where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are required to be half-precision
matrices, 𝐶 and 𝐷 can be configured to be half-precision or
single-precision matrices. Before calling Tensor Cores, all
registers in a warp need to collaboratively store these matrices into a new memory hierarchy Fragment [21], which
allows data sharing across registers. This intra-warp sharing provides opportunities for fragment-based memory optimizations. Existing work [12, 13] reveals that Fragment is
implemented as registers, from the perspective of hardware
implementation.
Tensor Core Programming Interface. There are two popular programming interfaces for Tensor Cores — CUDA [27]
and SASS [12, 13, 26, 29]. CUDA provides C-style APIs and
enjoys the widest usage since it is easier to program. However, it provides only limited control over the hardware and
cannot exploit the computing and memory capability. SASS
provides assembly-style instructions that run natively on
NVIDIA GPU hardware [13, 26, 29]. SASS is usually utilized by vendor experts in high-performance libraries (e.g.,
Nvidia’s cuBLAS [25]). In this paper, we will study the insight of Tensor Core related SASS instructions and propose a
set of SASS-level optimizations to support high-performance
GEMM-based scientific computing on Tensor Cores.
High-performance Computing on Tensor Cores. Some
research efforts have been devoted towards accelerating highperformance computing workloads with Tensor Cores. Yan
[37] utilizes Tensor Cores to accelerate half-precision GEMM.
Dakkak [6] accelerates half-precision scan on Tensor Cores
by transforming scan to a GEMM workload. While showing
performance improvement by utilizing Tensor Cores, these
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Figure 2. Illustration of the generalized emulation design workflow. It first uses (a) precision profiling to validate the precision
of the intermediate results. Then, it uses (b) emulation design to generate a lightweight emulation algorithm based on the
profiled precision from (a).
works focus on half-precision computation and fail to support extended-precision computation. By contrast, EGEMMTC accelerates GEMM-based scientific computing on Tensor
Cores with extended-precision and high performance.
2.2

Emulation Algorithms

There have been several emulation algorithms [7, 10, 14, 34,
36] that improve computation precision on low-precision
hardware (e.g., IoT devices) and may be extended to Tensor Cores. One traditional emulation algorithm, Dekker [7],
utilizes 16 half-precision instructions to emulate an extendedprecision instruction. One recent work, Markidis [20], proposes a simple algorithm for emulation on Tensor Cores but
utilizes a truncate-based strategy with 1-bit precision loss.
By contrast, EGEMM-TC enjoys a lightweight emulation
algorithm with 4 instructions, whose overhead is much reduced from Dekker. EGEMM-TC also employs a round-split
algorithm that achieves higher precision by 1 extra mantissa
bits, compared to Markidis [20]. In addition, EGEMM-TC
achieves high performance by tailoring towards the Tensor
Core architecture and incorporating a set of Tensor Core
kernel optimizations.

3

Emulation Algorithm Design

As discussed in previous sections, existing emulation algorithms usually introduce high computation overhead. These
algorithms assume that the hardware has the same input
and output precision, thus utilizing a large number of lowprecision instructions in the emulation. However, specialized
cores usually have higher output precision than the input
precision. For example, Tensor Cores require the input precision to be half-precision, while allowing the output precision
to be single-precision. Moreover, modern specialized cores
usually fuse multiplication and addition (e.g., 𝐷 = 𝐴 × 𝐵 + 𝐶),
where intermediate results 𝐴 × 𝐵 may also have higher precision than the input precision. Our key insight is that exploiting high-precision intermediate results from hardware
computation can effectively mitigate the emulation overhead.
To this end, we first propose an extendable workflow
to generate a lightweight emulation algorithm. Then, we
showcase this workflow on the Tensor Cores and generate

a Tensor-Core-specific emulation algorithm. Note that the
workflow can be generally applied towards various accelerators and specialized cores. Here, we will focus on improving
the precision of small matrices (i.e., 16 × 16) that directly
fit into the Tensor Core compute primitive and leave the
performance consideration and large matrix tensorization
to the next section.
3.1

Generalized Emulation Design Workflow

The emulation design workflow contains a precision profiling and an emulation design, as illustrated in Figure 2.
In precision profiling, the main idea is to simulate the computation results on the CPU and compare it bit-wisely with
the specialized core results. In particular, we first generate a
set of probing compute primitives with diverse intermediate
precisions. Then, we evaluate the probing compute primitives on CPUs to get the corresponding results. Since current
CPUs usually support a large range of precisions, we can get
the ground-truth computation results of the probing compute primitives. Finally, we can get the computation results
on the specialized cores as the ground truth, and compare it
bitwisely with the CPU results. We repeat this procedure for
a large number of randomized high-precision inputs. The
"correct" probing compute primitive is identified if its value
is bitwisely same with the specialized core results for all the
tested inputs.
In emulation design, given the target-precision input, we
first utilize a data split technique to split the target-precision
input into several low-precision inputs following the hardware precision requirement and use each split input for specialized core computation. Then, we utilize a data combination technique to combine the intermediate results and
generate the target-precision outputs. In the data combination technique, we will utilize the profiled intermediate
precision to achieve the minimized overhead. We will provide concrete code snippets and emulation algorithms on
Tensor Cores in the following sections.
3.2

Emulation Algorithm on Tensor Cores

In this section, we show our emulation algorithm on Tensor
Cores. While it exploits the profiling on Nvidia Tensor Cores
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to mitigate emulation overhead, its correctness can be easily verified on other specialized cores with our generalized
emulation design workflow. When the precision is the same
or higher, we can apply the same emulation algorithm as
described below to achieve extended-precision computation.
When the precision is lower (e.g., half-precision), we may
refer to Dekker [7], which assumes the hardware computation precision to be half-precision and emulates extendedprecision computation at the cost of low performance.
Precision Profiling on Tensor Cores In this section, we
showcase the precision profiling on Tensor Cores. Nvidia
officially documents its specialized core compute primitive as
𝐴 × 𝐵 +𝐶, where the matrix A and B are half-precision, C and
D can be either half-precision or single-precision. However,
the operation precision during the matrix multiplication
𝐴 × 𝐵 is not officially documented. Without clear profiling,
there are multiple probing compute primitives. One is that
𝐴 × 𝐵 is conducted in half-precision, which is the same as
the data type of 𝐴 and 𝐵. The other is that the half-precision
matrices 𝐴 and 𝐵 are first converted to single-precision and
𝐴 × 𝐵 is conducted with single-precision or the extendedprecision. Operation precision is important for the design
and implementation of the emulation algorithm. Assuming
both the operation and data are half-precision, Dekker shows
that 16 instructions are required to emulate a single-precision
instruction, which leads to high overhead.

Figure 3. Code Snippet for Tensor-Core Precision Profiling.
We use the following code (Figure 3) for profiling the operation precision in Tensor Cores. We randomly initialize
the Tensor Core input matrices with half-precision data and
use the wmma::mma_sync() CUDA API to call the specialized core compute primitive for computing d_TC. As reference values, we compute two probing compute primitives
d_HALF and d_FLOAT of the above mentioned two possible
operation precisions on CUDA Cores. Finally, we compare
d_TC with d_HALF and d_FLOAT in a bit-wise manner. We
randomly generate 10, 000 groups of data and empirically
observe that all d_TCs are identical to d_FLOAT bit-wisely
up to 21 mantissa bits, which is required by the extendedprecision computation. Thus we assume that the operation in
Tensor Cores natively supports extended-precision and the
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Algorithm 1 Lightweight GEMM Emulation Design.
1: function Emulation(D, A, B, C)
2:
Alo, Ahi = Round-Split(A)
3:
Blo, Bhi = Round-Split(B)
4:
⊲ Tensor Core natively supports single-precision C and D
5:
D = wmma::mma_sync(Alo, Blo, C)
6:
D = wmma::mma_sync(Alo, Bhi, D)
7:
D = wmma::mma_sync(Ahi, Blo, D)
8:
D = wmma::mma_sync(Ahi, Bhi, D)
9: end function

(a) Truncate-Split

10-bit Mantissa for Xhi

10-bit Mantissa for Xlo

3

(b) Round-Split
10-bit Mantissa for Xhi

10-bit Mantissa for Xlo

s

2

Figure 4. Illustration of Round Split Algorithms
only precision loss comes from the half-precision data type
of A and B, enables our lightweight emulation algorithm.
Emulation Design on Tensor Cores In this section, we
showcase the emulation design on Tensor Cores, especially
the data split and the data combination. Based on the profiling
results, we propose a 4-instruction emulation operation for
enabling extended-precision computation on Tensor Cores
with 21 mantissa bits. Algorithm 1 summarizes our emulation
algorithm. For simplicity, we illustrate with small matrices
that match with the Tensor Core computing primitives of
shape 16 × 16 and leave the large-matrix computation to the
following sections. Our emulation algorithm takes singleprecision matrices A, B, C, and D as the inputs and generates
the outputs as 𝐷 = 𝐴 × 𝐵 + 𝐶 with extended-precision. The
key idea is to first split single-precision matrices 𝐴 and 𝐵
into half-precision matrix 𝐴𝑙𝑜 , 𝐴ℎ𝑖 , 𝐵𝑙𝑜 and 𝐵ℎ𝑖 . Then we can
compute on Tensor Cores and accumulate the intermediate
results for data combination. Since Tensor Cores natively
supports the single-precision C and D, we do not need to
conduct data split on these two matrices.
There are multiple approaches for data split. One approach
is truncate-split from Markidis [20], as illustrated in Figure 4(a). It truncates the single-precision data 𝑥 to be halfprecision 𝑥ℎ𝑖 and uses the 𝑥𝑙𝑜 to store the remaining value
𝑥 − 𝑥ℎ𝑖 . While this approach is simple to implement, it supports only 20-bit mantissa from the two 10-bit mantissa of
the half-precision data.
Instead, we propose a round-split approach as illustrated
in Figure 4(b). Besides the two 10-bit mantissa, we encode an
additional s bit in the sign bit (1-bit) from 𝑥𝑙𝑜 . For a positive
𝑥, the sign-bit of 𝑥𝑙𝑜 from truncate-split is always 0, but it
may be 0 or 1 when round-split is conducted. In particular, for a positive 𝑥, we check the 21-th mantissa bit 𝑠 and,
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Emulation Overhead. Our emulation algorithm introduces
4× computation overhead, which is significantly small than
the Dekker [7] method with 16× overhead. A naive implementation may also introduce 4× memory overhead when
independently reading the split matrices for each computation instruction. However, this memory overhead can be
reduced to 2× when the data reuse is carefully designed. We
leave this memory optimization to Section 4.

4

Tensor-Core-Centric Tensorization

EGEMM-TC has a carefully designed tensorization to efficiently map the GEMM-based scientific computing to Tensor Cores that require specialized matrix inputs. While our
tensorization shares some similarities with existing ones,
there are two challenges to be addressed before fully exploiting the Tensor Core computing capability. First, existing
techniques usually independently assign tasks to individual
warps, failing to exploit the collaboration cross warps and
within warps. Second, Tensor Cores provide a new memory architecture of fragment (FRAG), which is composed of
registers across threads within a warp. This FRAG provides
intra-warp caching opportunities that have not been well
explored. To this end, we provide two novel optimizations.
Tensorization and Warp Collaboration Different from
previous CUDA Cores on the scalar level, Tensor Cores computes at the matrix level, requiring the tensorization design.
Matching with the GPU hierarchy, our tensorization recursively divides the matrices into sub-matrices and assign them
to GPU blocks, warps, and threads, in a hierarchy-style. Formally, given input matrices A, B, and C, of shape (𝑚, 𝑘),
(𝑘, 𝑛), (𝑚, 𝑛), respectively, we split these matrices into block
matrices of size (𝑏𝑚 , 𝑏𝑘 ), (𝑏𝑘 , 𝑏𝑛 ), and (𝑏𝑚 , 𝑏𝑛 ). During execution, each GPU block computes a block matrix of C based on
the corresponding block matrices of 𝐴 and 𝐵. Here, the sizes
of block matrices are typically larger than the Tensor Core
compute primitive size, requiring further dividing the block
matrices to warp matrices with size (𝑤𝑚 , 𝑤𝑘 ), (𝑤𝑘 , 𝑤𝑛 ), and
(𝑤𝑚 , 𝑤𝑛 ). These warp matrices will be assigned to individual
warps for Tensor Core execution, where warp matrices will
be further divided to TC matrices for matching the Tensor
Core compute primitives with size 𝑡𝑚 ,𝑡𝑛 and 𝑡𝑘 .
EGEMM-TC split the workload into two phases and adopts
a warp collaboration strategy as illustrated in Figure 5. The
main difference from previous CUDA Cores is that Tensor
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Figure 5. Warp Collaboration Illustration. During data loading phase, all warps collaboratively loads all data fragments.
During computation phase, a data fragment may be used by
multiple warps, indicated by the colors.
Table 2. Memory access on each GPU warp in GEMM workload. We skip the memory access of Ahi, Blo, and Bhi, since
these matrices have similar memory access as the Alo.
Type
Alo
C

Size
2𝑤𝑚 𝑤𝑘
4𝑤𝑚 𝑤𝑛

w/o FRAG Caching
4𝑤𝑘 𝑤𝑚 · 𝑤𝑘 /𝑡𝑘
4𝑤𝑚 𝑤𝑛 · 𝑤𝑘 /𝑡𝑘

w/ FRAG Caching
2𝑤𝑚 𝑤𝑘
4𝑤𝑚 𝑤𝑛

Cores require 32 threads in a warp to collaboratively load
matrices into the FRAG memory architecture and jointly
compute the matrix multiplication and addition. Catering
to the Tensor Core property, we assign different thread organization (𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝐷𝑖𝑚.𝑥, 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝐷𝑖𝑚.𝑦) to the same warp
during these two phases. During the computation phase, we
utilize the default (32,1) thread layout for collaboratively calling Tensor Cores, as required by the CUDA programming
guide [27]. During the data loading phase, we reorganize the
warp threads to 2D layout for assigning non-overlapping
memory access workload to each thread. For example, when
loading a 16 × 16 block of data, it is much easier to program
with the 16 × 2 thread configuration than with the default
32 × 1 one.
Intra-Warp FRAG Caching. Data caching is an effective
strategy to reduce the memory overhead in the GEMM-based
workload. Existing techniques usually utilize shared memory
to cache a portion of the matrices A, B, and C but ignore
the FRAG caching opportunity. We name it as the w/o FRAG
caching strategy. With this strategy, data is still loaded multiple times from the shared memory to the register. Table 2
summarizes the memory access on a single GPU warp. When
a warp matrix C of shape (𝑤𝑚 , 𝑤𝑛 ) are assigned to a GPU
warp and stored in the shared memory, the memory access
between shared memory and FRAG/register is
4𝑡𝑛 𝑡𝑚 ·

𝑤 𝑘 𝑤𝑚 𝑤 𝑛
𝑤
·
·
= 4𝑤𝑚 𝑤𝑛 · 𝑘
𝑡𝑘 𝑡𝑚 𝑡𝑛
𝑡𝑘

(1)

where the warp matrix C is divided into 𝑤𝑚 /𝑡𝑚 · 𝑤𝑛 /𝑡𝑛 TC
matrices, 𝑤𝑘 /𝑡𝑘 times data loading when iterating over the
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k-dimension, and each single-precision data requires 4 bytes.
Similarly, we can compute the memory access of the warp
matrix 𝐴𝑙𝑜 as 2∗2𝑤𝑘 𝑤𝑚 ·𝑤𝑘 /𝑡𝑘 , where the first 2 comes from
the emulation algorithm where 𝐴𝑙𝑜 is used for two times.
We observe that the memory access in the w/o FRAG caching
strategy is significantly larger than the data size of 𝐴𝑙𝑜 and
𝐶, leading to extra memory overhead.
Instead, we propose an intra-warp FRAG caching strategy,
that effectively mitigates the memory overhead. The key
observations are: 1) FRAG allows registers from multiple
threads within a warp to collaboratively access a TC matrix,
making it possible to reuse matrix data within warps; 2)
FRAG has 256 KB which is much larger than the 64𝐾𝐵 shared
memory. EGEMM-TC will track whether a TC matrix has
been stored in the FRAG and skip the data loading when
possible. In particular, the TC matrix C is cached in FRAG
during the whole computation and the 𝐴𝑙𝑜 is read once to
the FRAG. In total, this strategy leads to 4𝑤𝑚𝑤𝑛 + 4 ∗ 2𝑤𝑚𝑤𝑛
bytes consumption in register/FRAG. While this strategy
may increase the register pressure, we will carefully select
hyperparameters to avoid register spilling in Section 6.

5

Instruction-Level Optimizations

In this section, we propose two instruction-level optimizations to fully exploit Tensor Core computing capability and
memory hierarchies.
5.1

Register-Enhanced Instruction Scheduling for
Latency Hiding

The first optimization at the SASS level is a register-enhanced
instruction scheduling for latency hiding. While latency hiding has been discussed in existing works [5, 16] and can be
implemented at the CUDA-level (e.g., with streams), EGEMMTC has two distinguishing designs. First, to mitigate the limitation on the shared memory size (e.g., 64 KB per SM on Tesla
T4), EGEMM-TC intentionally utilizes registers (e.g., with 256
KB per SM on Tesla T4) to exploiting more latency hiding opportunities. Second, EGEMM-TC supports fine-grained data
access latency hiding at the instruction-level by breaking
down the KB-level data access into a sequence of Byte-level
data access and interleaving with individual Tensor Core
computation instructions.
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On the SASS instructions, we utilize 4 instructions that
are widely used in many generations of Nvidia GPUs [12,
13, 26, 29]. In particular, we use the LDS instruction to load
data from shared memory to registers, the LDG instruction
for loading data from global memory to registers, the STS
instruction for storing data from registers to shared memory, and the HMMA instruction for computation on Tensor
Cores. Note that existing works [15, 39] demystify that the
memory instructions (e.g., LDS, LDG, and STS) are executed
sequentially and cannot be further paralleled.
Figure 6 illustrates the register-enhanced instruction scheduling for latency hiding. At a high level, EGEMM-TC tensorizes the input matrices into several sub-matrices and processes one sub-matrix at each iteration. Before the first iteration, EGEMM-TC has a "cold-start" that loads the data for
the first iteration from global memory to shared memory. On
the following iterations, EGEMM-TC simultaneously conducts the computation for the current iteration and the data
loading for the next iteration. Assuming that the data for
the current iteration has been stored in the shared memory,
EGEMM-TC uses LDS to load data from shared memory to
registers for computation. Meanwhile, EGEMM-TC loads the
data for the next iteration. Noting that Nvidia GPUs usually
do not support loading data directly from global memory to
shared memory, we first load data from global memory to
registers and then store to shared memory with LDG and
STS, respectively. Considering that the shared memory stores
the data for the current iteration, we delay STS to the end
of the current iteration to avoid undesired data overwriting.
This design enables caching large matrices in registers and
provides more latency hiding opportunities for improving
performance.
5.2

Register Allocation Design

The second optimization at the SASS level is a manual register allocation to avoid register spilling [33, 35]. To fully
exploit the fast register access, we heavily utilize registers for
a set of memory-related optimizations. While this registercaching can improve performance theoretically, it also increases the register pressure. Indeed, implementing these
optimizations at the CUDA level can easily introduce register
spilling, leading to heavy slow down.
While the optimal register allocation has been shown as an
NP-problem [32], we propose a heuristic register allocation
design for the Tensor-Core centric workload. Our key observation is that these workloads usually contain four stages
with different register usage. During the first stage, a large
number of registers are utilized on the context information
(e.g., threadIdx, blockIdx, and block matrix size) to locate the
block matrix for computation. During the following three
stages, registers are utilized to load the C matrix from global
memory, conducting computation, and saving the C matrix to
the global memory. Register allocations across these stages
are usually non-overlapping and only utilized in a single
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Table 3. Resource Budget on T4 GPU.

stage. Based on this observation, we manually reuse most
registers across stages to reduce the register pressure. In
total, we utilize 232 out of 256 registers on each thread for
all optimizations mentioned above.

6

Hardware-aware Analytic Model

In this section, we propose an analytic model to facilitate the
hyper-parameter selection for achieving high performance.
There are 6 hyper-parameters (𝑏𝑚 , 𝑏𝑛 , 𝑏𝑘 , 𝑤𝑚 , 𝑤𝑛 , 𝑤𝑘 ) that
have a significant influence on the performance. Selecting
larger hyper-parameters generally leads to higher data reuse
and lower memory overhead. However, larger hyper-parameters
also increase the pressure on the shared memory and the
register/FRAG. Moreover, when the value exceeds the capability of FRAG, register spilling will happen, leading to
degraded performance.
Existing works [17, 38, 39] usually utilize a trial-and-error
strategy to select these hyper-parameters. There are two
drawbacks of this strategy. First, experimenting with new
tiling sizes usually requires extra manual effort, making it a
time-consuming task. Second, there is a large design space of
6 parameters, making it infeasible to enumerate all settings.
To this end, we propose a hardware-aware analytic model
that takes the small set of hardware resource budgets and
selects the parameters without trial-and-error.
6.1

Shared Memory Size
FRAG/Register Size
Peak Computation
L2 Cache Speed

Table 4. Design Choice on T4 GPU
(𝑏𝑚 , 𝑏𝑛 , 𝑏𝑘 )
(𝑤𝑚 , 𝑤𝑛 , 𝑤𝑘 )
Shared memory/block
Active Blocks/SM
Active Warps / Block

(𝑏𝑚 + 𝑏𝑚 + 𝑏𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 ) × 𝑏𝑘 × 2 = 4(𝑏𝑚 + 𝑏𝑛 )𝑏𝑘

(2)

Here, the last two comes from half data type (2 bytes). We
skip the memory access for block matrices of C since it is
only loaded once for every 𝑘/𝑏𝑘 times reading of the split
matrices and accounts for a negligible portion of memory
overhead. Second, EGEMM-TC conducts the computation
with FLOPs of
2 × 𝑏𝑚 × 𝑏𝑛 × 𝑏𝑘 × 4 = 8𝑏𝑚 𝑏𝑛 𝑏𝑘

(3)

There is a constant 4 since EGEMM takes 4 Tensor Core calls
for one extended-precision computation. To this end, the
ratio of computation to global memory access is
8 × 𝑏𝑚 × 𝑏𝑛 × 𝑏𝑘
2𝑏𝑚 × 𝑏𝑛
=
4 × (𝑏𝑚 + 𝑏𝑛 ) × 𝑏𝑘
𝑏𝑚 + 𝑏𝑛

(4)

We want to improve this ratio to fully exploit GPU compute capability and achieve compute-bound. Noting that the
numerator uses multiplication and the denominator uses addition, we can improve the ratio by choosing a larger 𝑏𝑚 and
𝑏𝑛 . We surprisingly observe that the ratio is independent of
𝑏𝑘 , indicating that we can select a smaller 𝑏𝑘 to leave space
for storing larger 𝑏𝑚 and 𝑏𝑛 .

(128, 128, 32)
(64, 32, 8)
36 KB
1
8

On the memory space, we store a block matrix C of size
(𝑏𝑚 , 𝑏𝑛 ) in the FRAG following the intra-warp FRAG caching
design. This would consume 𝑏𝑚 ×𝑏𝑛 ×4+2× (𝑏𝑚 +𝑏𝑛 ) ×𝑏𝑘 ×2
bytes in registers. For reducing register pressure, we store the
Alo, Ahi, Blo, and Bhi blocks in the shared memory, leading
to 2 × (𝑏𝑚 + 𝑏𝑛 ) × 𝑏𝑘 × 2 bytes shared memory usage.
Inside each warp, we also have the computation and the
memory access, determined by the warp tiling size (𝑤𝑚 , 𝑤𝑛 , 𝑤𝑘 )
and the block tiling size (𝑏𝑚 , 𝑏𝑛 , 𝑏𝑘 ). Our design goal is to adjust warp tiling size such that the computation time is larger
than the memory access time to achieve the compute-bound.
Assuming that each Tensor Core execution takes 𝑇𝐻 𝑀𝑀𝐴
time, the computation time for a block matrix is

Resource Consumption

At each iteration, each GPU block needs to do two tasks. First,
it reads 2 matrices (Alo, Ahi) of size (𝑏𝑚 , 𝑏𝑘 ) and 2 matrices
(Blo, Bhi) of size (𝑏𝑘 , 𝑏𝑛 ). This step introduces global memory
access of

64 KB
256 KB
26 TFLOPS
750 GB/s

𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝 =

2𝑏𝑚 𝑏𝑛 𝑏𝑘 × 4
× 𝑇𝐻 𝑀𝑀𝐴
2 × 16 × 8 × 8 × 4

(5)

where 4 in the numerator represents the 4 Tensor Core calls
in the emulation, 2 × 16 × 8 × 8 is the computation done with
a HMMA.1688.F32 Tensor Core instruction, and each block
can call 4 tensor cores simultaneously from the hardware
perspective [12, 13]. On the memory access time, there are
two steps, as described in the register-caching-based warp
collaboration. First, all warps collaboratively load data from
global memory to the shared memory. Denoting 𝑇𝐿𝐷𝐺 .128 as
the time for reading 128-bit data from the global memory
and 𝑇𝑆𝑇 𝑆.128 the time for writing 128-bit data to the shared
memory, the memory access time is
𝑇𝑀𝑒𝑚1 =

(𝑏𝑚 + 𝑏𝑚 + 𝑏𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 )𝑏𝑘 × 2
× (𝑇𝐿𝐷𝐺 .128 + 𝑇𝑆𝑇 𝑆.128 ) (6)
32 × 16

where 𝑏𝑚 and 𝑏𝑛 are repeated for reading both Alo, Ahi, and
Blo, Bhi, 32 is the warp size, and 16 stands for 16 bytes (128
bits). The second step is to load the Alo, Ahi, Blo, and Bhi
from shared memory to the FRAG for computing. Denoting
𝑇𝐿𝐷𝑆.32 as the time for reading 32-bit data from the shared
memory, the memory access time is
𝑇𝑀𝑒𝑚2 =

6.2

𝑏𝑚 𝑏𝑛 𝑏𝑘
𝑤𝑚 𝑤𝑚 𝑤 𝑛 𝑤 𝑛
×(
+
+
+
) × 𝑇𝐿𝐷𝑆.32
𝑤𝑚 𝑤 𝑛 𝑤 𝑘
8
8
8
8

(7)

Analytic Solver

Our analytic model matches the theoretical resource consumption with the resource budget and transforms the design
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Table 5. Baseline Kernels.
Source

Precision

cuBLAS-CUDA-FP32

cuBLAS

single

cuBLAS-TC-Half

cuBLAS

half

cublasGemmEx on Tensor Cores

cuBLAS-TC-Emulation

cuBLAS

extended

implement with cublasGemmEx
on Tensor Cores

SDK-CUDA-FP32

SDK

single

Markidis

[20]

extended*

kMeans

[9]

single

kNN

[2]

single

Description

Matrix Size (NxNxN)

Name

cublasSgemm on CUDA Cores

matrixMul on CUDA Cores
implemented Markidis method
on Tensor Cores
open-source implementation with
cublasSgemm on CUDA Cores
open-source implementation with
cublasSgemm on CUDA Cores

8192

0.00067
0.002

4096

0.0003
0.0011

2048

0.000187
0.00046

1024

0.000089
0.00023

512

0.000053
0.0001

256

0.000019
0.00003

128

0.000008
0.0000086

0

0.055

0.043

0.029

0.02

0.017

0.01

EGEMM-TC

0.008

0.01

0.02

0.03

Markidis
0.04

cuBLAS-TC-Half

0.05

0.06

0.07

Max Error

Figure 7. Emulation Precision.
space exploration to an optimization problem, which can be
solved analytically with existing optimization solvers [1].
To support different GPUs, the user only needs to provide a
small set of resource budgets. Table 3 shows the budget on
Tesla T4 GPU.
Formally, we have the following optimization problem
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑠.𝑡 .

2𝑏𝑚 × 𝑏𝑛
𝑏𝑚 + 𝑏𝑛
4𝑏𝑚 𝑏𝑛 + 4(𝑏𝑚 + 𝑏𝑛 )𝑏𝑘 ≤ 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟
2 × (𝑏𝑚 + 𝑏𝑛 ) × (𝑏𝑘 + 8) × 2 ≤ 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑆𝐻 𝑀𝐸𝑀

(8)

𝑇𝑀𝑒𝑚1 + 𝑇𝑀𝑒𝑚2 ≤ 𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝

Our goal is to maximize the ratio of computation to global
memory access (Equation 4) to fully exploit the computing
capability. Meanwhile, we need to make sure that the usage
of registers and shared memory does not exceed the corresponding resource budget. In addition, we aim to increase
(𝑤𝑚 , 𝑤𝑛 ) for ensuring that each warp spends more time on
computation than memory access, leaving space for latency
hiding. Table 4 details our design choice for Tesla T4.

7

Evaluation

In this section, we compare EGEMM-TC with various GEMM
kernels and show the benefit of accelerating GEMM-based
scientific computing on Tensor Cores.

in Table 1. We evaluate on diverse matrix sizes from 1024
to 16384 and report the performance averaged over 10 runs,
measured with Trillion Floating Point Operations per Second
𝑇 𝐹 𝐿𝑂𝑃𝑆 = 2 × 𝑀 × 𝑁 × 𝐾/(𝑇 × 109 )

𝑇 is the time in milliseconds measured by cuda event [28].
We also experiment on two popular scientific computing
workloads, kMeans and kNN, that have wide applications
in diverse domains (e.g., gene analysis [31], environmental
science [19], and astronomy [18]). In particular, we compare
with two open-source kernels (kNN [9] and kMeans [2]) on
CUDA Cores that implement with cuBLAS-CUDA-FP32.
Environments. We evaluate on both Nvidia T4 and Nvidia
RTX6000. T4 [24] has 320 Tensor Cores and 16 GB GDDR6
memory. RTX6000 [23] has 576 Tensor Cores and 24 GB
GDDR6 memory. The host server has a 32-core Intel Xeon
CPU E5-2620 processor and 126 GB memory and runs Ubuntu
18.04 with CUDA 10.1 and cuBLAS 10.1.
7.2

Precision Improvement

Figure 7 compares the precision of EGEMM-TC and baseline
GEMM kernels. We present the max error relative to the
single-precision computation
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (𝑝) = |𝑉𝑝 − 𝑉𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 |

7.1

(9)

(10)

Experiment Setup

Baseline Kernels. We compare EGEMM-TC with a diverse
set of GEMM kernels and GEMM-based scientific computing
benchmarks shown in Table 5. These kernels include cuBLAS
kernels running on CUDA Cores and Tensor Cores. We utilize
cuBLAS kernel cublasGemmEx to implement Algorithm 1 on
Tensor Cores, namely cuBLAS-TC-Emulation, and compare
with EGEMM-TC on the performance benefit of EGEMM-TC
optimizations. We also compare the performance with opensource code from CUDA-SDK. Besides, we compare against
Markidis [20], the most recent emulation work on Tensor
Cores. Note that Markidis has 1-bit lower precision than
EGEMM-TC due to the truncate-split, as detailed previously

Here, 𝑉𝑝 is the computation results under the precision
𝑝, which could be one of the extended-precision, the halfprecision, and the single-precision. During the computation,
we generate square matrices of size 𝑁 × 𝑁 × 𝑁 with values
sampled from [-1,+1]. On average, EGEMM-TC effectively
reduces the max error by 350× compared to cuBLAS-TCHalf. This result shows the effectiveness of our emulation
algorithm in improving the computation precision on Tensor
Cores. As the matrix size increases, we observe a slow increase in the max error. The reason is that, a single element
in the output matrix involves 𝑁 additions and 𝑁 multiplications and the emulation error accumulates as 𝑁 increases.
However, EGEMM-TC still achieves 82× reduction in max
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Figure 8. Comparison with Vendor Kernels on Square Matrices.
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(a) Set matrix shape (𝑀, 𝑁 , 𝐾) as (𝑁 , 𝑁 , 2𝑁 ).

(b) Set matrix shape (𝑀, 𝑁 , 𝐾) as (4𝑁 , 𝑁 , 𝑁 ).

Figure 9. Comparison with Vendor Kernels on Skewed Matrices.
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Figure 10. Comparison with Open-Source Kernels.
error, when computing a large matrix of 8192 × 8192 with
extended-precision. In addition, EGEMM-TC reduces the
max error by 2.33× over Markidis, thanks to the round-split
algorithm.

Figure 11. Benefit of Latency Hiding.
7.3

Overall Speedup

Comparison with Vendor Kernels. Figure 8a shows the
performance comparison with vendor kernels on Tesla T4.
Comparing with cuBLAS-CUDA-FP32, EGEMM-TC is faster
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2
cuBLAS-CUDA-FP32

cuBLAS-CUDA-FP32

EGEMM-TC

2.2
2

Speedup

1.6

Speedup

EGEMM-TC

2.4

1.8

1.4

1.8

1.6
1.4

1.2

1.2

1

1
0.8

0.8

2048

4096

8192

12288

2048

16384

Number of Data Points

4096

8192

12288

16384

Number of Data Points

(a) kMeans

(b) kNN

Figure 12. GEMM-based Scientific Computing Acceleration with EGEMM-TC.
by 3.13× on average. This result shows that EGEMM-TC on
Tensor Cores can effectively outperform the single-precision
GEMM on CUDA Cores by a large margin. This benefit comes
from the high-performance half-precision computation on
Tensor Cores and our kernel optimizations. Comparing with
cuBLAS-TC-Emulation, we still observe 1.35× speedup on
average. This result shows the effectiveness of our kernel
optimizations, considering that cuBLAS provides highlyoptimized vendor GEMM kernel. Comparing across matrix
sizes, we can see that EGEMM-TC shows a larger speedup
at large matrix sizes. The reason is that the GPU capability
is not fully utilized at small matrix sizes and the computebound has not been achieved. As the matrix size increases,
the Tensor Core occupancy also increases and optimizations
for reducing memory movement start to show benefit. We
show the performance comparison on Nvidia RTX6000 in
Figure 8b, where EGEMM-TC has similar benefits as the case
on Tesla T4. Since similar patterns show on Telta T4 and
RTX6000, we will only show the results on Tesla T4 in the
following experiments.
Figure 9 shows the performance comparison on skewed
matrices, where dimensions 𝐾 and 𝑀 are larger than the
remaining dimensions by 2× and 4×, respectively. We skip
dimension 𝑁 since it can be viewed as dimension 𝑀 under matrix transpose. When dimension 𝐾 is enlarged, we
observe that the cuBLAS-TC-Emulation exhibits significant
slowdown when the matrix size exceeds 4096 × 4096 × 8192.
Instead, EGEMM-TC consistently provides high performance
across different matrix sizes. In this case, EGEMM-TC provides 1.33× speedup over cuBLAS-TC-Emulation and 2.89×
speedup over cuBLAS-CUDA-FP32. When dimension 𝑀 is enlarged, cuBLAS-TC-Emulation achieves higher performance
but is still much slower than EGEMM-TC. Under this setting,
our GEMM are 1.40× faster than cuBLAS-TC-Emulation and
2.9× faster than cuBLAS-CUDA-FP32 on average.
Comparison with Open-Source Kernels. Figure 10 shows
the performance comparison with the open-source kernels.
Comparing with SDK-CUDA-FP32, EGEMM-TC is faster by

11.18× on average. This result shows the significant performance improvement from EGEMM-TC on Tensor Cores.
EGEMM-TC is also faster than Markidis by 3.0× on average.
We manually tune Markidis performance with our optimizations on the hand-written CUDA code, but the performance
remains similar. The reason is that the CUDA programming
interface provides limited control over the GPU hardware
while our implementation-level optimizations with the SASS
programming interface can utilize GPU capability to much
larger extent (e.g., register-enhanced instruction scheduling).
7.4

Benefit of Instruction Scheduling

Figure 11 shows the performance benefits of instruction
scheduling in latency hiding. In this optimization, we focus
on the SASS programming interface and switch orders of
computation and memory access instructions for latency hiding. The instruction scheduling can achieve 1.14× speedup
on average. Comparing with the latency hiding on the CUDA
programming interface, we can achieve more fine-grained
latency hiding with the SASS programming interface. For example, loading data from global memory to shared memory
is a single instruction with the CUDA programming interface
but two instructions with the SASS programming interface
(i.e., loading to register from global memory and storing from
registers to shared memory). This provides more opportunities to interleave the memory access instructions with the
compute instructions.
7.5

Scientific Computing Acceleration

Figure 12 shows the speedup of scientific computing based
on EGEMM-TC over cuBLAS-CUDA-FP32. We observe an
average speedup of 1.9× on kMeans and an average speedup
of 1.7× on kNN. These speedups show that EGEMM-TC can
be effectively utilized to accelerate GEMM-based scientific
computing. Comparing across data sizes, EGEMM-TC accelerates kMeans by 1.3× when there are 2048 data points
and accelerates kMeans by 1.82× when there are 16384 data
points, as shown in Figure 12a. There are two reasons. First,
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EGEMM-TC shows a larger speedup than cuBLAS-CUDAFP32 when the data size increases, as shown previously in
Figure 8. Second, when data size increases, GEMM accounts
for more running time and the acceleration on GEMM shows
more benefits. We also observe similar trends on the kNN
workload (Figure 12b).
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[11]

Conclusion

In this paper, we design and implement EGEMM-TC that
accelerates general-purpose scientific computing on Tensor
Cores with extended-precision. Specifically, EGEMM-TC contains a lightweight emulation algorithm on Tensor Cores to
achieve the extended-precision computation, a set of Tensor
Core kernel optimizations to efficiently map the workloads to
Tensor Cores, and a hardware-aware analytic model to facilitate the selection of performance-related hyper-parameters.
Overall, EGEMM-TC achieves 3.13× and 11.18× speedup on
average over the single-precision kernels on CUDA Cores
from cuBLAS and CUDA-SDK, respectively. EGEMM-TC
also achieves 1.8× speedup on a set of popular GEMM-based
scientific computing workloads and diverse input sizes.
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A
A.1

Artifact Evaluation Appendix
Abstract

EGEMM-TC extends the usage of Tensor Cores to accelerate scientific computing applications without compromising
the precision requirement. We provide artifacts to support
following claims:
• Profiling: We have designed an extendable workflow
of hardware profiling. It shows that the intermediate
results of Tensor Core computation are identical to
floating-point results bit-wisely up to 21 mantissa bits,
which is required by the extended-precision computation.
• Precision: We have designed a lightweight emulation
algorithm to achieve both extended-precision and low
overhead by exploiting high-precision intermediate
computation results.
• Performance: We achieve high performance with a
set of Tensor Core kernel optimizations and a hardwareaware analytic model, compared with the cuBLAS kernel and the CUDA-SDK kernel on CUDA Cores.
A.2

Getting Started Guide

Our artifacts include the related CUDA code, SASS code,
python code for SASS compilation, and a Makefile.
GPU Requirement. Due to the setting of the SASS compiler,
currently Nvidia GPUs with Turing architecture are required
to compile and evaluate the SASS code. We suggest the T4
GPU following our evaluation setting. While the code can
also run on other Nvidia GPUs with Turing architecture,
there would be slightly different performance due to the
different peak performance across GPUs. However, we can
still expect similar precision improvement and performance
improvement compared with the baseline methods.
Environment Setting. We compile the artifacts on Ubuntu
16.04.6 LTS machine with nvcc 10.1 and Python 3.7.3. To
compile the SASS code, a SASS assembler, namely TuringAs
is required. TuringAs is a python package that takes SASS
code and generates the compiled executable code. We suggest
to use Anaconda to install TuringAs and related python
packages. All the installations can be conducted at the user
level and do not need root privilege. The first step is to install
Anaconda. Please download Anaconda3 with the following
command "wget
https://repo.anaconda.com/archive/Anaconda3-2019.03-Linuxx86_64.sh". Anaconda3 can be installed with
𝑠ℎ Anaconda3-2019.03-Linux-x86_64.sh
It also needs to be specified in the bash shell
𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙 "$($ANACONDA_PATH/bin/conda shell.bash hook)"

The second step is to install the python package setuptools
with the following command
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑠
Finally, we can install the TuringAs. To install the TuringAs,
please git clone from the following repository
ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑠 : //𝑔𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑢𝑏.𝑐𝑜𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑎/𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑠.𝑔𝑖𝑡
Then please change into the turingas directory.
𝑐𝑑 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑠
The TuringAs can be installed with the following command
𝑝𝑦𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑛3 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝.𝑝𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙
Compilation and Evaluation. We provide a Makefile to
simplify the compilation procedure. The Makefile contains
five options to support our claims.
• precision_profiling: compiling the code for profiling.
• precision_test: compiling the code for precision improvement with the emulation algorithm. The TuringAs
is required.
• main_emulation: compiling the code for SASS emulation. The TuringAs is required.
• cublas_CUDA_FP32: compiling the baseline for the
single-precision cuBLAS kernel on CUDA Cores.
• SDK_CUDA_FP32: compiling the baseline for the singleprecision CUDA-SDK kernel on CUDA Cores.
• clean: remove compiled programs.
A simple test for the environment setting and the SASS
compilation is to run the following command:
𝑚𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛_𝑒𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛; ./𝑒𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
A successful compilation and run should provide the throughput of the SASS emulation code on 8192 × 8192 × 8192 square
matrices. We will detail the commands and expected outputs
for individual claims in the following section.
Typical Errors One typical error comes from compilation.
There would be an error message during compilation
/𝑢𝑠𝑟 /𝑏𝑖𝑛/𝑝𝑦𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑛 : 𝑁𝑜 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑠
This error indicates the TuringAS is not installed successfully.
Please refer to the Environment Setting paragraph for more
details.
If the SASS code can be compiled correctly, one possible
error is
𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓 𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 (𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑)
This error may be encountered when compiling and running
the SASS code on GPUs without Turing architecture (e.g.,
V100 and Titan Xp). Please refer to the GPU Requirement
paragraph for more details.
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A.3

Step-by-Step Instructions

On Profiling, please run the following commands:
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Ratio (Max_Emulation_Error/Max_Half_cuBLAS_Error):
0.00186636

𝑚𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔; ./𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔
This program provides a precision profiling on Tensor Cores
to support our claim on the precision of intermediate results.
Typical outputs are
half_result: 926.00000000, 0x00806744
single_result: 934.40637207, 0x029a6944
Tensor Core : 934.40631104, 0x019a6944
This program takes randomly generated half-precision
data and prints the intermediate results and their hex representation. "half_result" indicates the computation results
with half precision. "single_result" indicates the computation results with single precision. "Tensor Core" indicates
the computation results on Tensor Cores. In this example,
the "Tensor Core" and "single_result" differ with only 1 bit.
By repeating the profiling for 10, 000 times, we empirically
observe that the "Tensor Core" and "single_result" are bitwisely identical for upto 21 mantissa bits.
On Precision, please run the following commands:
𝑚𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡; ./𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
This program shows the emulation error and the half-precision
cuBLAS error. In particular, we the max error relative to the
single precision computation Typical outputs are
m*n*k: 1024.
max Emulation Error: 0.00025177
max Half cuBLAS Error: 0.13489914

In this example, we evaluate a matrix of size 1024. The
half-precision cuBLAS kernel shows an error of 0.13489914.
Our kernel shows a significantly reduced error of 0.00025177.
The ratio shows that the error is reduced by more than 500×.
For the same matrix size, the absolute error may be different
across runs due to the randomness in matrix initialization
while the ratio should be similar. For different matrix sizes,
we observe a slightly larger error for large matrix sizes due
to the error accumulation, as discussed in Section 7.2.
On Performance, please run the following commands:
𝑚𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛_𝑒𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛; ./𝑒𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
This program runs our SASS emulation code on a square
matrix of size 8192×8192×8192. Then, please run the baseline
for the single precision (FP32) cuBLAS kernel on CUDA
Cores with the following commands:
𝑚𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑠_𝐶𝑈 𝐷𝐴_𝐹 𝑃32; ./𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑠_𝐶𝑈 𝐷𝐴_𝐹 𝑃32
Finally, please run the baseline for the single precision (FP32)
CUDA-SDK kernel on CUDA Cores with the following commands:
𝑚𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑆𝐷𝐾_𝐶𝑈 𝐷𝐴_𝐹 𝑃32; ./𝑆𝐷𝐾_𝐶𝑈 𝐷𝐴_𝐹 𝑃32
On T4 GPU, the performance of the emulation code, the
cublas_CUDA_FP32 code, the SDK_CUDA_FP32 code are
around 12 TFLOPs, 4 TFLOPs, and 1 TFLOPs, repectively.
This results show the significant performance improvement
compared with the single precision cuBLAS kernel and the
single-precision CUDA SDK kernel on CUDA Cores, supporting our claim on the performance.

